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The Reticular Atomic Filter in the Vacuum: The Adaptability 
of the Electronic Cloud of Atoms that Make Up a Solid with 
Two Applications - Hydrogen and Pure Water

Abstract
In the vacuum, some solids could be used as gas filters not only through the empty spaces of the crystal lattice but also through the electronic clouds of the atoms that make up 
the solid. With the use of particular equipment in the vacuum we could obtain a new energy, look for the energy sufficient for the adaptability of the electronic cloud and obtain 
a suitable temperature for the adaptability of the electronic cloud. In the case suppose that the electronic clouds of the atoms constituting the solid are valued by the ions, this 
energy is subtracted from ion ionization energy in the total energy of the molecules distribution and, through some mathematical passages, we deduce a temperature sufficient 
for the passageway of the electronic cloud suitable for some solids. An ion and/or an atom to be filtered should have a smaller diameter than the atomic radius of the atom that 
constitutes the filter, for the transition through the electronic clouds. The gases could cross the solid or in the empty spaces of the crystal lattice or in the electronic clouds of 
the atoms that make up the solid due to the difference between the force fields. In this way, during the passage the atoms and/or the ions composing the gas do not incorporate 
the nuclei of the atoms constituting the solid and avoid potential highs including the Yukawa potential. Possible future applications could improve the quality of life, in particular 
it would be possible to reduce atmospheric pollution by making molecular hydrogen.
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Introduction

This research is the result of a scientific intuition concerning the 
hypothesis, still to be tested, of the adaptability of the electronic cloud of 
atoms which constitute a solid thickness from the nanometer up to a few 
micrometers by some neutral atoms and/or ions and/or molecules and/or 
electrons by means of special instruments in the vacuum. An atom can be 
traversed in certain conditions by something like the atom itself with internal 
energy, namely: another atom, an ion, an electron and/or a molecule. The 
energies and temperatures I consider make sure that during the transit 
the atom, the ion and/or the molecule do not incorporate the nuclei of the 
atoms constituting the solid with their electronic cloud. The nuclei of the 
atoms constituting the solid are as if they were the "pillars of the solid" and 
the transit would take place between the nucleus of the atom and the very 
surface of the atom constituting the solid. Therefore, an atom or an ion 
valiant the electronic cloud must have an atomic or ionic diameter smaller 
than the atomic radius of the atom constituting the solid. Given the energies 
and temperatures that I consider, the atom, the ion, the electron and/or the 
molecule would naturally affect the solid either in the empty gaps of the 
crystalline lattices or in the electronic clouds of the atoms that make up 
the solid, considering the different fields of forces. The theoretical results 
show that, starting from the molecular distribution equation with some 
mathematical steps, it is possible to obtain a suitable temperature for some 
solids, so that this result can be obtained. In fact, supposing that an ion 
can cross the electronic cloud of the atoms that make up the solid, in the 
distribution equation we could consider the total energy as the difference 
between the ionization energy, the gravity energy to which the ion is subject, 
and, by means of special instruments in the void that produce a new energy, 
we could subtract the new energy with a numerical variable x to be found. 

Assuming the total constant energy setting a suitable temperature for the 
solid, through the distribution of the molecules, we could obtain a differential 
logarithmic equation and with its integration we could obtain the numerical 
variable that verifies the equation and is applied at a temperature suitable 
for some solid. On the contrary, supposing that a neutral atom can cross the 
electronic cloud of the atoms that make up the solid, due to the absence of 
a positive energy like ionization energy for the ions, the logarithmic equation 
would not be defined. However, from the physical point of view, it can be 
assumed that given the absence of the "obstacle" of ionization energy for 
the neutral atom, this result could be achieved. Moreover, an ion and/or an 
atom to be filtered should have a smaller diameter than the atomic radius 
of the atom that constitutes the filter, for the passage through the electronic 
clouds. Ions, electrons, neutral atoms and molecules could cross the solid 
or in the empty spaces of the crystal lattice or in the electronic clouds of the 
atoms that make up the solid because of the difference between the force 
fields. Indeed, Coulomb's forces in the empty spaces of the crystal lattice 
are smaller than Coulomb's forces in electronic clouds. The atom and/or 
ion would naturally check the solid in one of the two fields of forces that are 
convenient to them, and during filtration through the electronic clouds they 
would cross the atoms in the space between the nucleus and the surface 
of the atom itself without incorporating the nuclei of the atoms that make 
up the solid, in order to avoid some potential and force fields among which 
the Yukawa potentials that would be high for this project. The nuclei of the 
atoms that make up the solid would become the "pillars of the solid" while 
in the solid surface the filtration would occur in two different force fields, 
with low filtration energy and at suitable temperatures for some solids. 
Filtration would be stable and highly selective. The solid I consider is black 
phosphorus with its solvation shell for a highly selective filtration.

Because an atom or an ion should cross the electronic cloud of another 
suitable atom

A set of particles No at temperature T is arranged according to the 
curve: 
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Where N (E) is the number of particles for energy and the average 
energy is:
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2.                  
1 E N(E)dE 3 / 2kT

No
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 In the previous formulas we can consider E as a constant, setting 
the temperature (e.g. T = 396.28 K) and considering E as the ionization 
energy (constant), if it is an ion, plus the potential gravitational energy 
(constant) to which the ion or atom is subject, in addition to a new energy 
due to special instruments that could be void fans V = - 

3 kT x
2
⋅ ⋅ with a 

numeric variable to be found. That is, we pull out of the integral E and N (E), 
replace (1/No) N (E) with the first formula and, finally, the integral ∫ dE = E. 
Therefore, we would get:
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 Assuming         (5/2)ln(T)+E/kT=ln(cost)
 

and applying the 

logarithms:

4.           (5/2)ln(T)+E/kT=ln(cost)  We apply the following substitutions:

y= ln(T)

y'=1 / T  
and the following initial conditions:

 y(1)=0

Thus, the equation becomes a differential equation:

(E/k)y'(T) (5/2)y(T)=log(cost)+

Then
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5.           2y(T) ln(cost)
5
⋅

Theoretical Findings

An atom can be traversed in certain conditions by something like the 
atom itself with internal energy, namely: another atom, an ion, an electron 
and/or a molecule. The energies and temperatures I consider make sure that 
during the transit the atom, the ion and/or the molecule do not incorporate 
the nuclei of the atoms constituting the solid with their electronic cloud. The 
nuclei of the atoms constituting the solid are as if they were the "pillars of 
the solid" and the transit would take place between the nucleus of the atom 
and the very surface of the atom constituting the solid. Therefore, an atom 
or an ion valiant the electronic cloud must have an atomic or ionic diameter 
smaller than the atomic radius of the atom constituting the solid. Given the 
energies and temperatures that I consider, the atom, the ion, the electron 
and/or the molecule would naturally affect the solid either in the empty 
gaps of the crystalline lattices or in the electronic clouds of the atoms that 
make up the solid, considering the different fields of forces. Considering a 
new energy that takes into account the new energy caused by the special 
instruments that would direct the atoms and ions to the filter and increase 
the power of the kinetic energy of atoms and ions, namely:

3 kT x
2
⋅ ⋅

we could subtract this energy from the ionization energy in the E of 

the Boltzmann equation, since, most likely, many atoms and/or ions would 
have sufficient energy for the viability of the electronic cloud and would be 
directed to the filter, ie:

6.           
3E Eionization Egravitypotential kT x
2

= − − ⋅ ⋅

By setting an acceptable temperature value (for example T = 396.28 K), 
we must find a numerical variable x able to satisfy the equation:

2y(T) ln(cost)
5
⋅

The atom or ion to be filtered should have an atomic diameter smaller 
than the atomic rays of the atoms that make up the solid so that the filtration 
through the electronic clouds takes place in the space between the nuclei 
and surfaces of the atoms that make up the solid. During the filtration 
through the electronic clouds, the distance between the nuclei of the atom 
constituting the solid and of the atom or the ion that crosses the electronic 
cloud is on average some tens of picometers, larger than the distance at 
which there are considerable effects of Yukawa potential, as shown in the 
Figure 1.

Atoms or ions would naturally affect the solid, given the low energies 
and low temperatures suitable for some solids, or in the empty spaces of 
the crystal lattice or in the electronic clouds of the atoms that make up the 
solid but not both because of the difference of force fields. In this way the 
electronic clouds of atoms or ions they do not incorporate the nuclei of the 
atoms that make up the solid in the filtration through electronic clouds in 
order to avoid some fields of forces and potentials including the Yukawa 
Potential that is high for this project. In fact, the minimum distance between 
the nuclei of the atom that constitutes the solid and of the atom or the ion 
that crosses the solid in the field of electronic cloud forces is on average 
some tens of picometers and this minimum distance is greater than the 
distances at what are the considerable effects of the Yukawa potential. 
Moreover, the electronic cloud of the atom that crosses the solid in the 
field of forces of the electronic cloud of the atom that constitutes the solid 
does not incorporate the nucleus of the atom constituting the solid during 
its passage, given the low energies and temperatures considered. In this 
way the nuclei of the atoms that compose the solids would become the 
"pillars of the solid" making the filtration stable and effective and above all 
selective. Filtration would occur at low energies and at low temperatures 
suitable for some solids. In fact, between the nuclei and the surfaces of the 
atoms that make up the filter there is a field of forces greater than that in 
the empty spaces of the crystalline lattice of the solid. The solid should filter 
electrons and/or ions and/or molecules and/or neutral atoms, depending 
on the circumstances. The latter could cross the solid or in one field or the 
other, ie in the electronic clouds or in the empty spaces of the lattice due 
to the difference of the force fields. In fact, to allow filtering, the Coulomb 
forces to be overcome will be smaller in the empty spaces of the crystalline 
lattice of the solid compared to the Coulomb forces to be overcome for the 
passage in the electronic cloud. As for a neutral atom, from this formula: 

2y(T) ln(cost)
5
⋅ where is it 5/2

5/2
( )

( )

4 E cost
3 kπ

⋅ =
⋅ ⋅

Figure 1. Considerable effects of Yukawa potential.
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3E Eionization Egravitypotential kT x
2

= − − ⋅ ⋅

it is clear that we would obtain a negative energy, since we would not 
consider ionization energy, and therefore the logarithm would not be defined. 
Therefore, nothing can be said about the adaptability of the electronic cloud 
by a neutral atom. However, from the physical point of view, it is plausible 
that even the neutral atom can cross the electronic cloud in the absence of 
the "obstacle" of ionization energy.

Molecular hydrogen 

The ionization energy of the hydrogen atom is:

7.  Ei=+13,6eV=+13,6⋅1,602176565⋅10−19J=+2,178960128⋅10−18J

The gravitational potential energy is:

8. -19-G M mU= 1,047132023 10 J
r

⋅ ⋅
− ⋅

where M is the mass of the Earth, m is the mass of the hydrogen atom 

and r is the terrestrial ray. The kinetic energy is the following: 
3K k T
2

= ⋅ ⋅

where k is the Boltzmann constant. By setting an acceptable temperature 

of T ~ 396.28 K and assuming to supply new energy through special 
instruments that would increase the power of kinetic energy and which 
would direct atoms and/or ions and/or electrons to the filter, the latter they 
would have sufficient energy to make the electronic cloud suitable, and this 
new energy could be written as follows:

3V k T x
2

 = − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 
 

where x is a numeric variable to find.

Being 
2y(T) ln(cost)
5
⋅ where is it y(T)=ln(T) ; 

5/( 2)4 Ecost
k3 π

 = ⋅  
 

;

3E Eionization Egravitypotential kT x
2

= − − ⋅ ⋅

after assuming the temperature of 396.28 K, we must find a numeric 
variable x that satisfies the equation:

9.  T~396,28 K

x ~ 252

Therefore, it is necessary to increase the power of the natural kinetic 

energy 3V k T x
2

 = − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 
 

with x ~ 252 in the vacuum, bringing the solid to 

a temperature of 396.28 K.

The instrumentation for molecular  
hydrogen 

One possible application could be to oxidize water in a vacuum in 
a glass or steel container by means of a cobalt [1] and ultraviolet light 
catalyst. The filter should be a thick solid from the nanometer to a few 
micrometers of black phosphorus [2], since the black phosphorus has a 
solvent shell and therefore the solid would only filter the hydrogen ions and 
the electrons. The necessary equipment would generally be the following: 
in a vacuum, a steel or glass container for molecular oxygen, H + ions and 
electrons; the upper surface of the container should be a led piston which 
in addition to overcoming the Coulomb forces in the crystal lattice would 
have two other tasks, induce water oxidation and prevent the recombination 
of ions and hydrogen electrons before filtration; special tools such as fans 
should be incorporated into the piston; they should be able to produce an 
energy that could contribute, through the distribution of molecules and 
through mathematical passages, to an adequate temperature; the steel or 
glass container must have a removable bottom; the solid should oscillate 
harmoniously by some micrometers to facilitate filtration; an instrument 
capable of heating the solid at a temperature of 396.28 K; two thin metal 
grids to support the solid; the solid should be placed on an instrument 
capable of sucking H + ions and electrons which will be "filtered" by the solid 
and collected in a steel container; the suction tool should take more time in 
the direct direction and a shorter time to aspirate in the opposite direction to 
avoid the obstruction of the solid mainly in the empty spaces of the crystal 
lattice and also the piston should move some micrometers from the bottom 
to the top in the the very moment in which the aspiration takes place in the 
opposite direction with the same instrument to avoid the obstruction of the 
empty spaces and the breaking of the solid. Moreover, in the electronic 
clouds of the atoms constituting the solid, there is a field of forces greater 
than that in the empty spaces of the solid. For more efficient filtration, the 
solvation shell should protect the black phosphorus only in the upper part, 
which would be in contact with molecular oxygen and in direct contact with 
the pressure force exerted by the piston. From the quantum-mechanical 
equations for electronic states, it can be deduced that few Newtons of 
piston pressure force are sufficient for such a project. The instrumental 
equipment is as follows (Figure 2).

So far we have used pure water, but we could also use impure water 
or sea water for this hypothetical filtration. In the Table 1 below, we have 
reported the main atomic or ionic rays of the respective elements or ions 
present in marine waters [3]. Many of the ions, molecules, elements of 
heavy metals that make up ocean waters would result as residues in the 
bottom that would be extracted through a resalable side opening. Some 
gases, such as fluorine, argon, nitrogen, cripton, neon, xenon and helium, 
would persist; they have spatial dimensions greater than the dimensions of 

Figure 2. The instrumental equipment representing Newton’s of piston pressure force.
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the empty spaces of the black phosphorus solvation shell; therefore, the 
shell would filter only the ions and the electrons of hydrogen. The force to 
be applied through the piston would remain the same as that previously 
calculated. After filtration, the hydrogen ions and the electrons would 
recombine to form molecular hydrogen due to the absence of ultraviolet 
light. Finally, by combining molecular hydrogen and molecular oxygen into 
a glass or steel container, good water could be obtained through a reduction 
reaction from impure water, including that of rivers, lakes, rainwater and 
the sea. In fact, most components of impure water were deposited on the 
removable bottom of the first container after water oxidation and, together 
with molecular oxygen, only a small percentage of the gas remained. 

Discussion 

The methodology is applied in the search for a suitable temperature, 
using a distribution equation and special vacuum equipment responsible for 
energizing the gas, assuming that the atoms and ions have an atomic or ionic 
diameter less than the atomic radius of the atoms that make up the solid so 
that the atoms are able to cross the electronic cloud in one of the two force 

fields: in the empty spaces of the crystal lattice or in the electronic clouds. 
This method should allow the solid to become a filter on all its surface and 
the nucleus of the atoms that make up the solid should become the "pillars 
of the solid" in order to make the filtration stable and effective and avoid the 
breaking of the solid, and above all become selective. At present, there are 
various filtration techniques, particularly the molecular filter. Regarding the 
treatment of wastewater, scientists have studied molecular filters composed 
of bio-renewable materials [4] and as for water desalination [5] there are 
some particular techniques such as the use of graphene membranes [6]. 
Furthermore, hydrogen filtration is currently occurring on atomic solids, the 
hyperpure molecular hydrogen is produced by filtration on noble metals [7]. 

Conclusion 

These researches are the result of a scientific intuition that, if the ex-
perimentation was successful, could improve the quality of life in many sec-
tors, such as the environmental branch with the realization of molecular 
hydrogen in an alternative way. This synthesis of molecular hydrogen is 

Table 1. Main atomic or ionic rays of the respective elements or ions present in marine waters.

Element Atomic Number Ionic or Atomic 
radius Atomic weight Element Atomic number Ionic or atomic 

radius Atomic weight

Cl 17 181pm 35,5 u u 92 52 pm 238 u

Na 11 102 pm 22,9 u Ni 28 69 pm 58,7 u

Mg 12 72 pm 24,3 u v 23 135 pm 50,9 u

s 16 37 pm 32 u Mn 25 46 pm 54,9 u

Ca 20 100 pm 40 u Ti 22 61pm 47,8 u

K 19 138 pm 39 u Sb 51 76 pm 121,7 u

Br 35 196 pm 90 u Co 27 75 pm 58,9 u

c 6 70 pm 12 u Ce 58 103,4 pm 140 u

Sr 38 112 pm 88 u y 39 90 pm 88,9 u

B 5 23 pm 10,8 u Ag 47 126 pm 107,9 u

Si 14 40 pm 28 u La 57 106 pm 138,9 u

F 9 133 pm 19 u Cripton 36 88 pm 83,8 u

Argon 13 71pm 40 u Neon 10 38 pm 20 u

N 7 13 pm 14 u Cd 48 97 pm 112,5 u

u 3 76 pm 7 u w 74 62 pm 183,8 u

Rb 37 152 pm 85,5 u Xena 54 108 pm 131,3 u

Sn 50 69 pm 118,7 u Ge 32 53 pm 72,6 u

p 15 38 pm 30,9 u Cr 24 52 pm 52 u

I 53 220 pm 126,9 u Th 90 97,2 pm 232 u

Ba 56 135 pm 137,3 u Sc 21 75 pm 45 u

In 49 80 pm 114,8 u Pb 82 119 pm 207 u

Zn 30 74 pm 65,4 u Hg 80 102 pm 200,6 u

Fe 26 140 pm 55,8 u Ga 31 62 pm 69,7 u

Al 13 54 pm 26,9 u Bi 83 103 pm 208,9 u

Mo 42 65 pm 95,9 u Nb 41 69 pm 93 u

Se 34 50 pm 78,9 u n 81 150 pm 204,3 u

Cu 29 73 pm 63,5 u Elio 4 128 pm 4 u

As 33 58 pm 74,9 u Au 79 85 pm 196,9 u
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significantly able to reduce air pollution caused by all types of fuels used in 
factories and by gasoline and gases used in vehicles. Molecular hydrogen 
is an environmentally friendly fuel and therefore does not cause damage to 
the environment and, over the decades, is significantly able, if well used in 
the world, to reduce the greenhouse effect and atmospheric pollution, con-
tributing to decisive way to redefine the atmospheric balance of our planet. 
Furthermore, the molecular synthesis of hydrogen could also occur using 
impure water such as rain, sea or river water using the same procedure as 
regards pure or distilled water in order to prevent the reduction of water re-
sources, case in which the experiments give positive results. Furthermore, 
by applying this scientific hypothesis to be experimented, water, the most 
precious commodity in the world, could be transformed into good water 
even in those places in the world where it is polluted, contributing undoubt-
edly to improving the quality of life and health of people. 
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